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ORM THE SERPENT: A TAlE Of 
VikiNg lEicESTERSHiRE

Michael Wood

it is a real pleasure, and a great honour, to be elected President of the Society – an 
undeserved honour given such distinguished predecessors. local history is the root 
of history, and leicester is the home of local history. Almost at the start of British 
writing on local history, following lambarde in kent, came Burton’s Description 
of Leicestershire (which went through Ned Blunt’s printing shop at the same time 
as the first folio).1 Burton planned no less than three village histories – lindley, 
Theddingworth and Dadlington – and his notebooks are a still untapped source 
of material, including his transcripts of lost leicestershire Hundred Rolls in the 
Bodleian library which would be a very valuable and exciting task for a local 
historian with latin, following the model of the kent Hundred Rolls Project. later, 
as local studies burgeoned the london printer John Nichols compiled perhaps the 
greatest local history ever written, The History and Antiquities of the County of 
Leicester, which is still a gold mine for the local historian. That impetus continued 
throughout the nineteenth century when this society was founded in 1855. Then 
from the 1930s came a new golden age (a long one – for we are still in it!) when 
frank Attenborough brought the Devonian Bill Hoskins here (there are photos of 
young David counting hedgerows around Oadby!). from then on the Transactions 
contain a roll call of the great historians who have shaped every generation of 
students since and opened local studies to a far wider public, nationally and 
internationally. it is no disrespect to the others if i single out Hoskins in particular. 
His books have a wonderful feel for landscapes and the people who have shaped 
them over the centuries; it seems almost like a magic trick when he conjures the 
past from, say, an ancient cornish sunken lane, or a decaying Devon seaport;2 the 
way he draws human stories from the most unpromising documentary evidence: 
the life of an Elizabethan butcher, a Harborough grocer, or a Domesday sheep 
farmer in upland Devon. i remember in particular his essay on gaulby and frisby 
with their ‘cold cottages’ on the windswept wolds, where farmers from the Viking 
Age to the Black Death toiled to keep their families alive and make a bit of surplus:3 
the unremitting existence of working people conjured more recently by chris Dyer 
in his books on working lives.4 

1 ‘The Rediscovery of England’, in W. g. Hoskins, Provincial England (london, 1963), pp. 209–30; 
see too charles Phythian-Adams ‘Hoskins’s England: a local Historian and his theme’, TLAHS 66, 
(1992) pp. 143–59. This paper was delivered in September 2011 at the New Walk Museum; i have 
ironed out some of the looseness of the talk but tried to preserved something of its informality, and 
only lightly footnoted. My special thanks to Jill Bourne, Neil finn, Peter liddle, and Stephen and 
linda Butt.

2 W. g. Hoskins, Devon (london, 1954,) pp. 497–9; for a recent overview, see New Directions in Local 
History since Hoskins, ed. by chris Dyer et al. (leicester, 2011).

3 ‘galby and frisby’, in Essays in Leicestershire History (liverpool, 1950), pp. 24–66.
4 c. Dyer, Making a Living in the Middle Ages (london, 2002). 
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Hoskins’s TV series and books especially inspired my generation; his way 
of seeing lies behind the series of films we made recently which took one place, 
kibworth, through English history5 (the first pointer to the richness of the kibworth 
archive, incidentally, was by an alumnus of my old school, Rodney Hilton, in one of 
the Transactions’ special volumes).6 Our kibworth films have had a terrific popular 
impact, including in schools, and it was pleasing to feel that Hoskins’s influence was 
still at work, aided and abetted by chris Dyer and Peter liddle, whether teasing out 
the history of farm buildings with kibworth High School pupils, peering into test 
pits in back gardens, or fieldwalking with villagers to pick up potsherds left by the 
manuring of their medieval ancestors. 

Hoskins of course also wrote memorably about urban history, including this city. 
close to where we are tonight i hardly need to say are many nationally important 
buildings: St Nicholas’s church, the Jewry Wall Roman Baths, the cathedral (an 
Anglo-Saxon church in origin), the guildhall (where Shakespeare’s kings Men 

5 See, for example, Hoskins’s pathbreaking study of Wigston, The Midland Peasant (london, 1965). 
6 kibworth Harcourt, in Studies in Leicestershire Agrarian history, ed. W. g. Hoskins (leicester, 1949), 

pp. 17–40.

Michael Wood – President of the Society.
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played) down to the castle, St Mary’s, and the great Hall, the oldest and greatest 
medieval aisled hall in Europe, according to Pevsner. Some British towns have one 
glorious phase – one thinks of georgian Bath, late medieval lavenham or Victorian 
liverpool; but leicester has most great periods of our history from the iron Age until 
today. The architectural integrity of historic leicester was unbelievably smashed by 
developers in the 1960s to create the underpass, but its lineaments are still there, 
going back to the iron Age, and there is still so much to attract the visitor. History 
in leicester today is rich and not standing still, as the exciting recent developments 
on Richard iii have shown. let us hope then that in the next few years leicester’s 
historic core will re-emerge as a unified experience for its citizens, and for visitors 
drawn to the city by the recent discoveries of national and international interest. 

My theme tonight is the Viking Age. The Viking settlements had a great impact 
on leicestershire history, on place names, field names, land tenure and local culture. 
The basic outline of the story is well known. Viking attacks on England began in the 
mid-eighth century, culminating in the devastation of lindisfarne in 793; then in the 
mid-ninth century came major attacks which began to stay over winter. The turning 
point came in 874 at Repton when the ‘great Heathen Army’, as the Anglo-Saxon 
chronicle called it, ‘shared out the land and began to plough….to make a living’. 
Thus began the transformation of society in the East Midlands: a process which has 
long been understood through place names, but freshly illuminated by Barrie cox in 
one of the most valuable contributions to the history of the county.7 Professor cox 
thinks the hybrid names – grimston, illston, Blaston, Slawston, for example – which 
combine the English suffix ‘tun’ with a Viking personal name like grim- represent 
the first-wave settlements and preserve the names of the big men, the new Viking 
lords, kings, jarls, holds, the chief men in the army. Then the ‘by’ names are the 
second-wave settlements often outside English villages; for example, like Westerby 
next to Smeeton and kibworth. The thorps, on the other hand are the poor fringe 
land left to third-wave immigrants who arrived later on the coat tails of the armies, 
or who came over subsequently from Scandinavia. i remember my excitement 
filming the kibworth project with Professor cox’s new gartree volume in hand, in 
the little valley below Smeeton Westerby, the ‘tun of the smiths or metalworkers’ (a 
settlement from the time of the Mercian supremacy, next door to the royal tun at 
gumley). There, just along the hill from Smeeton, was the ‘West farm’ founded by 
some Viking settler in the late ninth century, and all round us Viking field names, 
siks, carrs and holms, and crackley – ‘crow Wood’, on the darkening horizon, 
crows still cawing. This is all the very stuff of local history – and shows how the 
intensely local can illuminate the big picture.

The Viking settlement was a crucial part of East Midlands history shaping 
society language and custom down to our time. Of course it did not happen 
overnight. After the brief tantalising allusions in the Anglo-Saxon chronicle in 
the 870s, the written sources fall silent for several decades.8 The East Midlands 
disappear from the annals; the bishopric goes, and with it leicester itself, till it 

7 Barrie cox, The Place-Names of Leicestershire (Nottingham, five volumes, 1998–2012).
8 for a general account, see Roy Millward, A History of Leicestershire and Rutland (chichester, 1985), 

pp. 33–7.
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emerges as mint under Æthelstan (the moneyer Thurstan is perhaps the first named 
citizen of leicester since Roman times).9 But then in the early tenth century come 
a few mentions. The rulers of the region may very likely have participated in the 
great attack on Mercia in 910; they certainly made a mounted expedition into the 
Thames valley in Oxfordshire in 914. from that time we know that leicester had a 
ruling oligarchy which gave allegiance to Æthelflaed lady of the Mercians in 917 
after her attack on Derby.10 Then the ‘army of leicester’ ‘and the region dependent 
on it’ took her as their lord without fighting. Whether they felt the same way about 
Edward of Wessex is unlikely, but from then on (apart from a brief period from the 
end of 939 to summer 942) the city gave its allegiance to West Saxon kings who 
claimed to be rulers of all the English. 

What went on in the region and the city during that century is as yet hard to 
see. Archaeology so far has had little to tell us about life inside Viking leicester. 
it appears to have been ruled by the ‘army’ (a hangover of nomenclature from the 
military settlement of the 870s) with its own council and leading men. Maybe we 
are entitled to imagine 30 or 40 important landowners as the ‘army assembly’, but 
maybe more?11 After the 917 submission to Æthelflæd of Mercia the city became for 
the first time in its long history part of a ‘kingdom of the Anglo-Saxons’ south of 
the Humber. But as the ruling elite was strongly Anglo-Scandinavian, the kings of 
Wessex needed to work on them. The most successful of them, Æthelstan, had been 
raised in Mercia and according to a later source had spent time in Danish territory 
and ‘adopted some Danish customs’: perhaps he even spoke their language. At the 
start of his reign he called himself ‘king of Anglo-Saxons and Danes’, meaning the 
East Midlands;12 and our evidence suggests a bilingual court where the Viking rulers 
of the East Midlands for the first time emerge into the light of day. 

To succeed with this project of creating an allegiance in towns like leicester his 
charters show that Æthelstan especially made a big effort to co-opt local leaders 
– Scandinavian chiefs from the Danelaw. Although Æthelstan did travel in the 
Danelaw the records are scanty, and more often the Danelaw bigwigs visited him 
for the great church festivals and crown wearings. fourteen of these men are named 
in his charters from the late 920s to 934.13 As yet only a few can be placed: fræna 
and Sculi, from Suffolk,14 Haward from Hertfordshire; but many others – guthrum, 
Haddr, grim – frequently visited the southern court and stayed in the king’s house, 
‘rejoicing under the wing of royal generosity’, feasting in his hall where they were 
dignified with the latin title dux ‘earl’, the equivalent of jarl, or ealdorman. Some of 
those listed in the charter attestations must have been from the five Boroughs of the 
East Midlands, and among them must have been the head of what the Anglo-Saxon 
chronicle calls leicester and ‘the region dependent on it’, the foreunner of the shire 

9 c. Blunt, The coinage of Athelstan king of England, 924–39: a Survey, BNJ (1974), pp. 96–7.
10 English Historical Documents 1, ed. D. Whitelock (london, 1979) pp. 212, 216.
11 A. J. Robertson, Anglo-Saxon Charters (cambridge, 1956), pp. 75–83; M. Wood, The Story of 

England (london, 2010), pp. 100–4.
12 Sawyer, S 1417; Anglo-Saxon charters website: http://www.esawyer.org.uk/about/index.html.
13 See S. keynes, An Atlas of Attestations in Anglo-Saxon charters, c.670–1066, Table XXXViii: http://

www.kemble.asnc.cam.ac.uk/node/31.
14 Liber Eliensis, ed. E. O. Blake (camden Society Third series Xcii, 1962), pp. xi, xiv, 111.
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which was perhaps formalised as an administrative unit laid out between 917 and 
939 during the time leicester also emerges as a small-scale mint. 

So the leader of the council of leicester at this time was one of the leading 
citizens of the Danelaw. Who this man was we don’t know, but a good case can be 
made that he was the very well attested man called by southerners Urm: that is, Orm 
the ‘serpent’ – or even ‘the dragon’ – who as we shall see from a chance reference 
in a later chronicle was a key figure in the dramatic military confrontation with the 
West Saxon king at leicester in 940. And, with a little patient sifting of charters, a 
very interesting story can be pieced together.

Urm (that’s the spelling in Æthelstan’s charters)15 is first found in the attestation 
list of a spurious charter dated 929, then he appears in an authentic charter of  
5 April 930 in the court at lyminster in Sussex;16 it is possible that he also appears 
in a slightly garbled witness list to a genuine charter recording a great gathering at 
colchester in March 931.17 That year the king’s constant itineraries took him across 
by midsummer into Hampshire. There Urm stayed with the king again at Worthy 
in the hills north of Winchester.18 Then no doubt he returned to leicester to attend 
to the affairs of the ‘council of the army’, but also to see to the running of his own 
lands and to deal with the kind of everyday business described north of the Welland 
in tenth-century documents from Peterborough – land and property purchases and 
so on – still ‘with the consent of all the army’.19 Then, in November 931, Urm was 
with the king at lifton in the far west of Devon with a huge gathering, the largest 
of the reign.20 So to judge by the court timetable he spent quite some time in the 
king’s company that year; riding with his retainers and his own tents down from 
leicester, which we know from later records was a three-day journey from Oxford, 
so about eight or nine days to Devon.21 in the lifton grant (where the manuscript is 
an original), he appears at the head of seven Scandinavian earls in a carefully written 
witness list laid out in order of precedence; hence perhaps Urm of leicester was the 
senior man of the East Midlands. little is known as yet of Viking leicester, although 
it is beginning to emerge from recent work in the Highcross Quarter (P. liddle pers. 
comm.); this would certainly square with a refurbished Roman city with a market, a 
mint, three churches and a fairly rich and populous hinterland.22 

Urm was back down south with the king in kent at Milton in the summer of 
932.23 from this you get the impression that he was frequently with the king in the 
south: maybe the king didn’t trust his loyalty. Perhaps he was an important man of 
great local influence in the Danelaw whose presence, whose ‘help and advice’, was 

15 Orm ON, ‘snake, worm serpent’.
16 S 403, online on all these, see PASE website.
17 S 412.
18 S 413: for 931, see Wood, Domesday (london, 1986), pp. 106–7; and more recently, S. foot, 

Æthelstan (Yale, 2011) pp. 84–5.
19 Robertson, Anglo-Saxon Charters; Wood, Story of England Viking; see fn 11 above.
20 S 416.
21 for such journeys in the thirteenth century, see Trevor Aston, ‘The External Resources and 

Administration of Merton college to circa 1348’, in The History of the University of Oxford, vol. 1, 
ed. Jeremy catto (Oxford, 1984).

22 for evidence, see Paul courtney’s valuable piece in the Transactions, fn 50 below.
23 S 417.
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valued at court in the bilingual atmosphere of Æthelstan’s nation-building project 
when third-generation descendents of the Viking ‘great Heathen Army’ were 
honoured guests at the court of the ‘emperor of all Britain’.

Urm’s next appearance at court takes us to one of the great events of the time. 
Another original contemporary charter, a single-sheet diploma, records Urm’s 
presence with the king in Winchester at Pentecost on 28 May 934,24 in a vast 
assembly with a hundred nobles. This marks the gathering of the great army, the 
totius Britanniae exercitus which that summer will invade Scotland.25 Over the next 
few days Æthelstan moved up into the Danelaw, perhaps through leicestershire, but 
Urm is not listed in the king’s court when it meets at Nottingham on 9 June 934.26 
Urm’s absence on the document may not be significant as the charter is a late and 
incomplete copy in which the witness list has been disordered and corrupted. He 
may have been there: alternatively, he may have returned to leicester while the king 
was in the East Midlands to attend to local or family business, before rejoining the 
army on its journey into Northumbria and on into Scotland. 

So Urm – if we may speculate – was typical of the time in the upper stratum of 
Danelaw society: a key local figure called in Scandinavian speech jarl. Urm may 
indeed have married an Anglo-Saxon woman as according to Roger of Wendover,27 
who had access to a now lost York annal, the daughter of ‘comes Orm’ had an 
English name Aldgyth. This is not a certain indicator as English names may have 
been in fashion especially among well-to-do women of Anglo-Scandinavian families 
at that time; but it is at least a possibility. 

Urm must have spoken Old English and Danish, and as we can see he was 
familiar with the glittering courts of Æthelstan in the 930s where he was dignified 
with the title dux, the latin equivalent of ealdorman, or the Scandinavian jarl. There 
he rubbed shoulders with frankish, Breton and Scandinavian princes, scholars from 
ireland, germany and francia, and was honoured by Æthelstan’s chief scribe in his 
charters after the bishops, and the leading English ealdormen, sometimes named 
first among the Scandinavian earls from East Anglia, the East Midlands and the 
North. in the early 930s, the heyday of Æthelstan’s multiracial empire, his career 
then is a fascinating glimpse of the exchanges and interaction which made the 
society of tenth-century England. The charters refer to the ‘great hospitality’ of these 
assemblies; a time of feasting and drinking, with hunting, song and poetry. After 
Æthelstan defeated one Viking enemy he entertained him with four days of feasting 
profussissime convivatus,28 and one may wonder how easily they conversed, what 
did they hear? Beowulf, perhaps, with its praise of the bravery of the old Danes? 
That would no doubt have gone down well. They moved in the same heroic world, 
after all, although Urm, nominally at least a christian, may not have been quite as 
obsessive about saints’ relics as his host Æthelstan, that rex Christianissimus: one 

24 S 425.
25 ‘Symeon of Durham’, in Libellus de Exordio, ed. D. Rollason (Oxford, 2000), pp. 136–7.
26 S 407. 
27 ‘Roger of Wendover’, in Chronica sive Flores Historiarum, ed. H. O. coxe (london, 1841), pp.  

395–6.
28 ‘William of Malmesbury’, in Gesta Regum Anglorum, vol. 1, eds R. Mynors, R. Thomson and  

M. Winterbottom (Oxford, 1998), p. 214.
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imagines a more traditional Viking social life in his family hall somewhere in or near 
leicester. 

in a society whose members were bound by oaths of mutual loyalty and 
protection, Urm had sworn allegiance to Æthelstan; breaking that oath was a big 
thing and there is no evidence that he broke it, although we have no attestations 
from him in the last four years of the reign. Urm’s last appearance at Æthelstan’s 
court is in a charter which comes from christmas 934 at Dorchester when he heads 
the Scandinavian earls immediately after the ‘high reeves’ of Bamburgh, ‘rejoicing 
under the wing of royal bounty’.29 from then there are no more attestations of any 
of these men with Viking names, including the year of the great invasion of 937 
in which parts of the East Midlands at least north of the Trent must have suffered 
devastation.30 This absence of evidence, however, is tricky to judge. Athelstan’s 
late charters are a problem for the historian: so rich in information in his heyday 
with the great gatherings described above, these very grand documents suddenly 
stop. from some point in later 935, his charters have a very different simplified 
layout with a core group of eight bishops, excluding York and (perplexingly) also 
lichfield, Hereford and Dorchester, the great diocese covering leicestershire.31 None 
of the Scandinavian earls witnesses. But does that mean the hegemonial assemblies 
themselves stopped after 935? Do they signify a contraction in Æthelstan’s power, 
or a pulling back of his ambitions? Or were the huge meetings scaled down simply 
because they had become too costly a drain on royal resources when such huge 
numbers needed to be housed and entertained? could it on the other hand mean 
a shift in Æthelstan’s political organisation, scaling down to more intimate core 
group? Or is it merely a change in the way charters were written by a new royal 
scribe? We simply don’t know.32 

But when Æthelstan died suddenly still only 44 in late 939, and was succeeded by 
his 18-year-old half brother Edmund, things in leicester changed. kingship you see 
was insecure. Beyond his stemland, a Viking Age king depended on sheer energy and 
force of personality, riding on his ceaseless itineraries, cajoling, bribing, honouring, 
always keeping those people within reach whom he did not trust; and that included 
even the Archbishop of York, Wulfstan, who we learn was ‘frequently accused to the 
king’. for a new king who needed to impose allegiance, it was not just a given; and 
for a young and inexperienced ruler that was tough. Many people of Viking descent 
in Northumbria and the East Midlands, so recently conquered by the West Saxons, 
the ‘South Angles’, were not yet ready to accept a southern overlord, and could be 
persuaded to shift allegiance to a charismatic Viking leader. indeed, it was not even 
certain yet that the East Midlands would become permanently a part of a kingdom 

29 S 434. 935 is the date usually cited, but the indiction regnal year and witness list best fit 934, as does 
the diplomatic: this style of charter was abandoned by the second half of 935. Æthelstan’s regnal year 
xi matches a start to the reign of 924 found elsewhere in some charters by his scribe ‘A’.

30 William of Malmesbury, Gesta Regum Anglorum, pp. 220–1; see Wood, Searching for Brunanburh, 
Yorkshire Archaelogical Journal, 85 (2013), pp. 152–4.

31 for a typical example, S 441.
32 Although it would be a mistake to think as some have that Æthelstan did not rule in the north in 

his later years: he still enforced the submission of the Scots in 938, The Chronicle of Æhelweard, ed.  
A. campbell (london, 1960), p. 54.
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of England based in Wessex, and it would take much of the tenth century to secure 
English rule as far as the Humber, let alone beyond. So when Athelstan died things 
were thrown open, and with that we come to the dramatic events at leicester in 
940–42.

immediately after Æthelstan’s death on 27 October 939 the news went across 
the irish Sea and before the end of the year Anlaf guthfrithson, king of Dublin 
and son of the last Viking king of Northumbria (whom Æthelstan had expelled 
from York), left Dublin, before the end of the year according to irish annals, and 
returned to York ‘with a large fleet’.33 There he received the allegiance of the nobles 
of the Northumbrians with their Archbishop Wulfstan, ‘false to their oaths and 
the faith they owed to king Edmund’.34 The following spring, if we can trust a text 
reproduced in both the Historia Regum and Roger of Howden, ‘in the first year of 
Edmund’s reign’,35 the northern army then struck south into the five Boroughs. After 
apparently making leicester their base (as we shall see), they then struck down to 
Northampton which they attacked but failed to capture.36 guthfrithson then moved 
up Watling Street and besieged Tamworth, devastating the countryside round it. 
Tamworth had been refortified in 914 by Æthelflaed with a circuit of massive earth 
banks, palisades and fighting platforms, but Anlaf took the burh by storm, taking 
great booty and noble prisoners including the Mercian royal lady Wulfrun. Then 
with his plunder Anlaf turned back to leicester (‘rediens’ – that is, ‘returning to 
leicester’) because it was his base of operations? The latin does not allow certainty, 
but it is clearly best understood in this way. 

The main southern version of the Anglo-Saxon chronicle, the ‘A’ manuscript, 
is completely silent on what happened next, but an account survives in the D 
manuscript (a conflation of earlier annals written in Worcester in around 1060, 
using Mercian and York sources). D wrongly dates these events to 943, after 
Edmund’s retaking of the five Boroughs, but the consensus among scholars is that 
they must in reality have preceded it: and although arguments have been made 
against this recently, i am sure it is the correct interpretation.37 The D account 
clearly comprises two separate entries from different sources which have been 
combined. The first section of the D account describing the sacking of Tamworth 
and the seizure of Wulfrun comes from a Mercian annal; the second evidently 
comes from a York source, and the two were amalgamated as one annal in the 
eleventh century in Worcester.

943(=940) ‘in this year Anlaf stormed Tamworth and there were heavy losses on 
both sides, and the Danes were victorious and took away much plunder with them. 
Wulfrun was taken prisoner in that raid.’

in this year king Edmund besieged king Anlaf and Archbishop Wulfstan (of York) 
in leicester, and he might have subdued them, had they not escaped from the burh 

33 Roger of Wendover, pp. 395–6.
34 ‘Roger of Howden’, in Chronica, ed. W. Stubbs (london, 1868), p. 55.
35 Historia Regum, ed. T. Arnold, Rolls Series 1882, ii, pp. 93–4; Roger of Howden, p. 55.
36 Whitelock, English Historical Documents 1, p. 221.
37 Historia Regum, Roger of Wendover and Roger of Howden all date these events to Edmund’s first 

year.
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by night.38 After that Anlaf secured king Edmund’s friendship and king Edmund 
stood sponsor to king Anlaf at baptism, and gave him kingly gifts, and the same year 
after a long interval of time he received Ragnald at the bishop’s hands (i.e. held his 
hand at confirmation and became his godfather).39

The dating of Anlaf’s baptism is problematical: it appears that D has tacked on 
a later annal dated differently in c and undated by B, which should be placed in 
943; but this is not crucial to the big picture, and it is reasonable as we shall see to 
assume that the 940 treaty at leicester involved solemn oaths and baptism as part 
of the peace settlement.40 What really happened at leicester, however, is revealed in 
another later annal, in the Historia Regum once attributed to Simeon of Durham, 
a short set of annals originally from the second quarter of the tenth century with 
a special interest in the Bishops of St cuthbert’s which were presumably written in 
chester le Street, and later conflated with material from York. What follows also 
appears in Roger of Howden’s chronicle which also used this York source with 
the same order of events: so there is no doubt that this comes from a tenth-century 
account from York. The connection between this, and the chronicle manuscript D, 
is immediately obvious, although the point of view is strikingly different.41 

(939) ‘king Æthelstan died and his brother Edmund succeeded him in the kingdom, 
in whose first year Onlaf came to York, and then marching south he besieged 
Northampton.’ 

Having achieved nothing there he turned his army towards Tamworth, and having 
devastated everything around, when on his return he came to leicester (or ‘when he 
returned to leicester’), there king Edmund attacked him with an army. There was 
no serious fighting, for the two archbishops, Oda and Wulfstan, reconciling the two 
kings to one another, put an end to the battle. Peace therefore having been made 
between them, the border of their two kingdoms was set at Watling Street: Edmund 
holding the southern part, Onlaf the northern kingdom…..42.

The date is clearly stated: it is ‘the first year of Edmund’ following on Anlaf’s 
arrival from ireland. This surely means 940, despite modern objections. Now as you 
can see, a completely different narrative opens up for the events in leicester from 
the one in the Anglo-Saxon chronicle. Only three years after Brunanburh there is a 
tremendous defeat for Edmund, an almost unbelievable event given that the Watling 
Street frontier had been agreed by Alfred the great well over 50 years before, and 
that Edward had ruled to the Humber by 920 and Æthelstan as far as lothian, 
having taken the whole of Northumbria in 927. it is not surprising then that this 
disaster was omitted by southern chroniclers. 

But the Historia Regum is not the only account of these events. An even fuller 
account of the confrontation at leicester is in the thirteenth-century St Albans 

38 literally ‘burst from’, the burh by night (an OE translation of a latin word used by the northern 
annalist on more than one occasion – erumpentes, see Historia Regum, p. 94 on the events of 948).

39 OEc ms D. cubbin: Ragnald was the brother of Ag who ruled in York till 944: he minted coins.
40 for the arguments, see claire Downham, ‘The chronology of the last Scandinavian kings of York’,  

Northern History 40 (2003), pp. 254–61.
41 Roger of Howden, p. 55.
42 Historia Regum, pp. 93–4.
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chronicler Roger of Wendover who, as has long been recognised,43 also used the 
lost set of tenth-century Northumbrian annals from York. This is the most detailed 
and circumstantial description of these events, and its differences from the main 
chronicle versions are so interesting that it is worth us reading it in full. it follows 
an entry dated 940 which includes the death of Æthelstan on 27 October 939; and 
the accession of Edmund (his coronation was on 2 December): this perhaps derived 
from an annal dated 940 from the start of the indictional year on the 23 September 
939. (By the way, irish annals tend to confirm this date when they note Anlaf’s 
departure from Dublin at the very end of 939.)44 After the crowning of Edmund, 
Roger interrupts his narrative with an interpolated story about St Dunstan but then 
returns to the events of winter 939–40: the version in Roger of Howden which is 
without this interpolation makes it clear we are talking about Edmund’s first year.45 
These events then, beyond reasonable doubt, are to be dated from the spring into 
the summer of 940. 

Around this same time Anlaf, of the Norwegian race, who in the days of king 
Æthelstan had been expelled from the kingdom of the Northumbrians, this year with 
a very large fleet came to York; he then made a military expedition into the southern 
parts of England intending by a sudden (or even surprise?) attack to subdue the 
whole of the kingdom of England. When king Edmund was informed about this, he 
went against him with a large army, and the two kings violently clashed at leicester, 
fighting a battle with each other which lasted almost a whole day, with heavy losses 
on each side. But the two archbishops Oda of canterbury and Wulfstan of York, 
seeing the danger from both sides (i.e. meaning that Oda was with Edmund and 
Wulfstan with Anlaf) and fearing the entire destruction of the kingdom, drew up 
a peace treaty between them (on these terms), that Anlaf should possess all of the 
island of England to the northern part of the royal highway, the road called Watling 
Street, and Edmund indeed should peacefully enjoy the whole kingdom to the south 
of the same road; (the treaty also agreed) that whichever one of them lived longer 
should hold the entire kingdom after the death of the other.46

it is at this point in the story that Urm comes in; the man who remember had 
sat at Æthelstan’s high table through the 930s, ‘rejoicing under the wing of his 
generosity’: it is his association with these events concerning leicester in particular 
(along with his regular attestations with Æthelstan) which suggests to me that 
leicester was his power base:

(Roger of Howden 940) ‘And after this Anlaf took as his wife Aldgyth the daughter 
of earl Urm (Ormi comitis) by whose advice and help he had gained the aforesaid 
victory (that is, the division of England at Watling Street, along the southern border 
of leicestershire). And that same year Alfred the bishop of Sherborne died and was 
succeeded by Wul(f)sy…..’47

43 Whitelock, English Historical Documents 1, p. 281.
44 Annals of the four Masters sub anno 937–9; online edition, http://www.ucc.ie/celt/published/

T100005B/index.html.
45 Roger of Howden, p.55.
46 Roger of Wendover, p. 385; the last phrase should of course be taken with a pinch of salt as a 

Northumbrian view of these events!
47 The last sentence is not in any other source; unfortunately – as it would clarify the date – Bishop 

Wulfsige’s accession is not certain between 939 and 943. Mary Anne O’Donovan, ‘An interim review 
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Whatever their differences, all these accounts go back to a similar source, a tenth-
century Northumbrian account of Anlaf guthfrithson’s expedition and the battle 
and pact at leicester. The Worcester annalist who made his conflation of northern 
and southern material in c.1060 in the chronicle ms D clearly had access to a 
version of this source which he cut and pasted to make his own version, to which he 
added the Mercian account of the sacking of Tamworth and the capture of Wulfrun, 
(the foundress of the minster of Wolverhampton, and grandmother of the founder of 
Burton Abbey, Wulfric Spot). 

Some further points can perhaps be deduced from Roger of Wendover’s more 
detailed version. The northern army turned back after the sacking of Tamworth 
and ‘returned’ to leicester. There is no suggestion that the city resisted. far from it: 
Anlaf and Archbishop Wulfstan at the time were inside the city (i.e. with their local 
allies?). Wulfstan clearly identified with northerners as he would throughout his 
long career.48 When Edmund’s army came up from the south the D manuscript of the 
chronicle says there was ‘no severe fighting’, but the more circumstantial account 
of Roger speaks of a severe clash ‘almost all of one day’, and that the archbishops 
saw potential catastrophe – less than three years after the miseranda strage of 
Brunanburh after all – the tenth-century’s ‘great War’, in which a multitude of 
English fell.49 They therefore negotiated a truce. 

At some point in all this – it is not clear when, but it was after Edmund’s 
arrival outside leicester – Anlaf ‘burst out of the burh by night’; that is, out of 
one or more of leicester’s gates: interesting confirmation of what archaeologists 
have long believed, that the city had a defensible walled circuit in the Viking Age. 
The former Roman walls were slighted in the twelfth century, but evidently they 
had been restored in the Viking Age: possibly immediately after surrender in 917 
by Æthelflaed, or earlier by the city’s Anglo-Danish lords.50 Obviously given 
what followed, it sounds as if the southern version was deliberately covering up a 
military defeat when it says Edmund would have subdued Anlaf if he hadn’t burst 
out of the city by night.

Now it has to be said that the order of events at leicester is not entirely certain: 
we know that Anlaf and his Northumbrian army after their chevauchee across the 
East Midlands returned with their booty from Tamworth to their base at leicester. 
Then Edmund’s army comes up from the south. Maybe fighting started then but 
there was a stalemate, and then Anlaf’s escape from the city wrongfooted Edmund. 
Alternatively, Anlaf’s sally preceded the fighting which led to the parley between 
the armies outside leicester, led by the Danish speaking Oda and the Anglican 
Archbishop of York for the northerners. 

But as we have seen, the almost incredible outcome, which is not mentioned by 
any southern source, was the partition of England with the five Boroughs under the 
rule of the Viking king of York, the boundary at Watling Street, presumably not the 

of episcopal dates for the province of canterbury 850–950, part ii’, in Anglo-Saxon England, vol. 2 
(cambridge, 1973), p. 106.

48 for his story, see Wood, In Search of the Dark Ages (london, 1981), pp. 159–60 and 179.
49 Aethelweard, p. 54; Annals of Ulster, ed. S. Mac Airt (Dublin, 1983), pp. 385–7.
50 See the very useful discussion of the Viking Age city by Paul courtney, ‘Saxon and medieval leicester: 

the making of an urban landscape’, TLAHS 72 (1998), pp. 110–45.
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880s frontier all the way down to the River lea, but along the leicestershire border 
as far as the Welland, although perhaps further south to Passenham. That this story 
is true is proved by the main southern versions of the chronicle which without ever 
admitting the lost of the lands to the Humber in 940 describe the recapture in 942 
by Edmund of the five Boroughs, the list led by leicester:51

‘in this year king Edmund lord of the English protector of men the beloved performer 
of mighty deeds, overran Mercia, as bounded by Dore, Whitwell gap and the broad 
stream of the river Humber, and five towns, leicester and lincoln, Nottingham and 
likewise Stamford, and also Derby. The Danes were previously subjected by force 
under the Norsemen, for a long time in bonds of captivity to the heathens, until 
the defender of warriors, the son of Edward, king Edmund, redeemed them, to his 
glory.’52

So why were Edmund and his councillors prepared to surrender the East Midlands 
which had been so hard won by Edward Æthelflaed and Æthelstan? Perhaps 
Edmund had come off worst in the battle at leicester; perhaps the losses of frontline 
troops at Brunanburh only three years before were so great that Edmund simply had 
to buy time. Perhaps too the fear of more bloodshed was real: it was common in 
early medieval warfare to avoid fighting if at all possible; better to try to make peace 
and even to pay the Vikings off. 

As regards the treaty at leicester, such pacts at this time usually involved a 
ceremony with solemn oaths, gift giving and some kind of formal pact, and indeed 
the annal tacked on to the 940 event in D says that Anlaf was baptised and Edmund 
stood sponsor and gave royal gifts. it is usually assumed this should be placed in 
943, and refers not to guthfrithson but to the son of Sihtric. But such a ceremony 
would certainly be in keeping with the earlier treaties made by West Saxon kings 
with the Vikings – Alfred at Aller, for example, or Æthelstan at Tamworth in 926. 
indeed, it is very unlikely that a solemn pact arranged by the leading churchmen 
of the kingdom would not have had christian ceremonies. Whether or not the D 
passage is to be placed in 940, my inclination is to assume that there was such a 
ceremony in 940 at leicester.

if this interpretation is right, it is an interesting question as to where in leicester, 
and in which church, the solemn oaths, baptism and sponsoring took place, when 
the two young kings were ‘reconciled’ as Simeon says, the two archbishops enacting 
their solemn rituals to create peace. And in which leicester church – if it was a 
christian marriage – did Anlaf ‘the pagan king of ireland and many islands’, now 
the new ruler of the Danelaw, marry the daughter of the local lord Urm? in St 
Nicholas? Or in the comital hall of his new father-in law? it would certainly be easy 
to imagine the atmospheric interior of St Nicks today with its magnificent Anglo-
Saxon nave: Edmund king of the English, the Danelaw lords, and the Norse-irish 
king of York, swords glittering in the lamplight … and of course not forgetting the 
power behind the throne, jarl Orm … But that perhaps is to let our imaginations run 
away with us!

51 An entry which is misplaced in D before the sacking of Tamworth and the battle at leicester when 
clearly it took place two years later. 

52 Whitelock, English Historical Documents 1, p. 221.
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As you will have gathered, not all this tale is clear by any means: the disagreement 
of dates in the sources is problematical, and the whole story needs a detailed 
reconsideration with special attention given to the dating of the various annals and 
their correlation with the reliable dating in irish sources like the Annals of Ulster. One 
fact in particular disturbs the neatness of my reconstruction. All our accounts name 
Oda as Archbishop of canterbury in the negotiations at leicester in 940. But in 940, 
Oda was not yet archbishop; his predecessor Archbishop Wulfhelm was still alive – he 
died on 12 february 941.53 So are our sources right about Oda? Or were the events 
at leicester (as the chronicle has it, and as some modern scholars have supposed) 
after that date, say in spring or summer 941? it is just possible that our sources 
have truncated events, but on the balance of evidence this is unlikely: the Historia 
Regum and Roger of Howden give 940, ‘the first year of Edmund’, which seems clear 
enough. And there may in any case be a solution to the naming of Oda. To judge by 
the charters Wulfhelm plays little role early in Edmund’s reign – so he may have been 
already old and ill, and perhaps not able to come with the royal army up into the 
Danelaw.54 it is possible then that Oda had already been nominated as archbishop 
before that date. Perhaps then Oda was regarded as archbishop elect, like Ælfheah 
of Winchester in a charter of 935, previsor in electione sua.55 The key thing is that 
Oda was a Danish speaker: he, like Urm, one assumes was the grandson of Danish 
settlers: the right-hand man of Æthelstan who had been at Brunanburh; and it is 
therefore entirely likely that although still only Bishop of Ramsbury, he conducted the 
negotiations on Edmund’s behalf in the dramatic events outside the walls of leicester.

So at leicester, most likely in 940, the young king Edmund, still only 18 or 19, 
was forced into a humiliating treaty in which all the lands gained since 917 north of 
Watling Street, between Tamworth and the Welland, were ceded to the Viking king 
of York – including what was to become leicestershire. Perhaps Anlaf’s baptism was 
also part of the deal. it is a reminder of the tremendous energies and the sheer force 
of personality needed to create such empires as Edward and Æthelstan had done – 
and to hold such empires together.

But as we have already seen, there is one more fascinating detail in the account 
which Roger of Wendover found in the York annal that was his main source. After 
the pact at leicester, Anlaf guthfrithson ‘married Aldgyth the daughter of comes 
Orm with the support of whose aid and counsel he had obtained the aforesaid 
victory’56 – that is, the material support and political advice which had helped 
deliver the allegiance of the Danelaw to the northerners in the pact at leicester. it 
is a startling turnabout for one who had enjoyed high status and royal hospitality 
through the 930s. from this it sounds very much as if leicester was a central point 
in these events – the most important city strategically in the Danelaw vis a vis attacks 
from the south, and the base of Anlaf’s campaign in the East Midlands, to which he 
‘returned’ after sacking Tamworth. it was therefore no accident that the pact took 
place there and, one might guess, the marriage too.

53 Mary O’Donovan, ‘Episcopal dates, Part i’, Anglo-Saxon England (1972), p. 33. 
54 Mary O’Donovan, p. 33.
55 S 430. 
56 Roger of Wendover, pp. 595–6.
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The extraordinary pact negotiated at leicester of course could have had 
tremendous repercussions in English history. But it turned out to be a short-lived 
triumph. in 940 at the height of his power, Anlaf ruled an empire from York that 
spanned Northumbria and the East Midlands, and Dublin and the Viking entrepots 
of Eastern ireland and the Western isles. A ‘young man of extraordinary audacity’,57 
he had spooked the West Saxon state: and was remembered (e.g. by the great 
homilist Ælfric) like a bogeyman 60 years on.58 No other Viking leader of the tenth-
century British isles had such nerve, or commanded such wide loyalty, with the 
ability to engineer such alliances, raise such fleets, even bouncing back only two 
years after the disaster at Brunanburh. But as related in the Historia Regum, Anlaf 
was killed the next year on a fateful raid into ‘North Saxonland’. in the summer of 
941 he made an expedition up to Tyningham on the Northumberland coast near 
Dunbar in what sounds like an attack on the territory of the Ealdulfings, the lords 
of Bamburgh. This information comes from a northern annal, presumably written 
in chester le Street, with circumstantial detail which surely guarantees its accuracy: 
note especially the reference by a writer on the River Wear to the aggression of the 
‘men of York’ in sacking one of the holiest sites of northern christianity:

(941) ‘Onlaf having sacked the church of St Baldhere and burned Tyningham soon 
perished. Because of which the men of York ravaged the island of lindisfarne and 
killed many people. And then the son of Sihtric, called Onlaf reigned over the 
Northumbrians.’59

With guthfrithson’s death the key threat, the unifier of the Dublin clans, had gone. 
Edmund of Wessex now seized his chance. The next year, 942, in a great campaign 
up to the Humber, the East Midlands were retaken and leicester is specifically named 
first among the five big towns of the Danelaw in the poem in the ‘A’ manuscript of the 
chronicle, written down around 955 but clearly a contemporary composition.60 A 
grant made in late 942 at Winchcombe appears to be connected with this campaign, 
rewarding Edmund’s milites, his thegns, the ‘heroic men’ of his military following 
who had won leicester and the other towns backed by ‘gods hand’.61 The OEc 
poem of 942 interestingly celebrates the freeing of the Danish people of the East 
Midlands (including leicester) from the domination of the pagan Norse-irish who 
ruled in York. This was a slanted version of history perhaps, and clare Downham 
among others is sceptical of these purported differences between Danes and Norse 
in the sources,62 but if we think ourselves back to the situation on the ground in 
942, it is not perhaps impossible that the poem may reflect the weariness with war 
of Anglo-Scandinavian farmers in the East Midlands countryside after 15 years of 
peace and progress under Æthelstan; the antagonism of the older generation settlers, 
the descendents of grim Slagr, and iolfr so expertly untangled by Barrie cox, to 

57 William of Malmesbury, pp. 206–7.
58 Whitelock, English Historical Documents 1, p. 928.
59 Historia Regum, p. 94.
60 Whitelock, English Historical Documents 1, p. 221.
61 S 479.
62 ‘“Hiberno-Norwegians” and “Anglo-Danes”: anachronistic ethnicities and Viking Age England’, in 

clare Downham, No Horns on their Helmets? Essays in the Insular Viking Age (Aberdeen, 2013), pp. 
41–74.
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their new Hiberno-Scandinavian rulers; especially after the passage of plundering 
armies, irish Viking mercenaries and gall-gaedhil of the Western isles, in 937 and 
940. Now perhaps it seemed that their fields, barns and houses, their wives and 
daughters, were safer under the English kings. By 942 then, if we can believe the 
chronicle poet, the people of the East Midlands, including the Viking and English 
farmers of illston, Slawston and Blaston, grandsons and great grandsons of the 
‘great Heathen Army’ of 876, were beginning to see themselves as belonging to the 
English kingdom: with their allegiance to the king of the English. Even though as 
Edgar’s legal secretary wrote a generation later, when it came to secular law, ‘as for 
my Danish subjects, i leave it to them to decide as they think best’.63

The various revolutions and regime changes of the 940s and 950s need not 
concern us here. leicester disappears from the record (although it had a mint – and 
perhaps a suffragan bishop? – by this period). from now on it starts to look south, 
to the kingdom of England. Although Northumbria saw further struggles, the East 
Midlands from now on till the age of Swein and canute were free of war. 

finally, what happened to Comes Orm, Dux Urm? Well, you’d have thought 
he had done enough by his machinations to earn a painful death at English hands. 
However, that would be to misunderstand the nature of early tenth-century 
politics and the limits of royal power. clearly he was a man of great standing. for 
despite the incriminating evidence of Roger of Wendover, he reappears among the 
northerners and midlanders, men with Viking names, at the coronation of king 
Eadred at kingston in August 946, receiving rich gifts and ‘graciously gladdened 
with extravagant generosity’.64 Evidently forgiven for his role in the humiliating 
disaster of 940, he was a guest at the coronation banquet ‘overflowing with wine 
and fine food’. it was a measure of how delicately southern kings felt should proceed 
with powerful figures from the Danelaw even when they had sided with rebels. The 
West Saxon kings were rather like the Ottonians in that respect: they knew that 
royal power had its limits.

Earl Urm (by now at least 50, one imagines, and very possibly older) is there 
again with king Eadred at a great meeting in 949,65 and again in 950 in a recently 
discovered charter66 recording a gift to the restored house of nuns at Barking. 
ironically, this document is also attested by both Oda and Wulfstan, both old too 
now, with whom he had dealt outside the walls of leicester 10 years before; and 
whom he must have first met more than 20 years back in the glittering court of king 
Æthelstan. ‘The whirligig of time’, as Shakespeare said!

But that it is not the end of the story. for astonishingly, Urm reappears in king 
Edgar’s following during the political crisis in which England was divided in 957–9. 
Urm had still been the senior Danelaw dux in 949–50 under Eadred. But he has no 
more attestations from 950 till after Eadred’s death on 23 November 955. Then in  
S 659 which appears to be from 956,67 he reappears attesting an East Midlands 

63 Whitelock, English Historical Documents 1, p. 435.
64 Whitelock, English Historical Documents 1, pp. 557–8 (translated).
65 S 550.
66 S 552a.
67 Whitelock, English Historical Documents 1, pp. 556–7.
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grant by king Eadwig to Southwell minster. But, in the second half of 957, the 
leading nobles and thegns in Mercia and the Danelaw rejected Eadwig and gave 
their allegiance to his younger brother Edgar. England was then divided with Edgar 
ruling north of the Thames. So, had Urm again been a driving force in the partition 
of England as he had been at leicester in 940? His last two attestations might 
suggest it. in S 674 of 958, Urm signs as Edgar’s leading Danelaw magnate, after 
Ælfhere the Earl of English Mercia, and ranked above Edgar’s other six earls; his 
last attestation is in S 679 also of 958, a grant by Edgar to Oscytel of York of land 
in Nottinghamshire. Here Urm is named after Ælfhere and before no less than 11 
other earls of Mercia and the Danelaw. Urm then survived into Edgar’s reign in 
Mercia, as the leading man in the Danelaw, ranked among Edgar’s supporters higher 
than any secular lord apart from the royal kinsman Ælfhere. So, was he one of 
the key figures who had led the East Midlands in the Mercian revolt against king 
Eadwig, once again at the centre of great national events, and still speaking for his 
people and his region?

Orm’s extraordinary career had lasted 30 years and seen five kings. He had 
sworn allegiance to Æthelstan, at his great courts at Easter Whit and christmas 
in the 930s, and accepted him as ‘father and lord’. He had perhaps received 
favours, land treasure and gifts. However, when his lord died he gave his allegiance 
to another charismatic warrior king, the Viking Anlaf – and he underlined it by 
marrying a daughter to him. clearly Urm was a very politic and influential man, 
able to ride the sometimes bewildering shifts of regime in the 940s and 950s, able 
to see the way the wind blows, yet still to keep the respect of both his own military 
following and of the southern kings. His career, as speculated here, is perhaps a 
hint – no more, but a hint nonetheless – of the importance of the city of leicester 
and its rulers in the first half of the tenth century, despite the paucity of direct 
historical testimony.

let me add a final footnote to his story, albeit an entirely speculative one. Urm, we 
might guess, was born around the turn of the tenth century, maybe his grandfather 
was one of the men who settled with the great Army in leicestershire after 876, 
men whom Barrie cox has been able to connect with real places. Now, in one of his 
many brilliant pieces on leicestershire history, William Hoskins looked at the later 
history of these lineages.68 As Hoskins showed, these Anglo-Danish kin groups in 
the East Midlands – and in leicestershire in particular – were extraordinarily long 
lasting. Distinctive Danish surnames have come right down to today, the iliffes of 
kibworth and illston, for example. And one family in particular, the Armstons of 
cosby, is singled out by Hoskins as an amazing example of family history over seven 
centuries. Their name, intriguingly means ‘the sons of Orm’.69

One may wonder then, whether it is possible that Urm/Orm was the ancestor of 
this important later kin group just south of leicester in cosby – bearing the name 
Orm and first recorded in the 1200s. Any old Orm or the Orm? One tiny detail 
which might point in that direction is the very interesting relation of cosby church 

68 leicestershire Yeoman families and their Pedigrees, TLAHS, XXiii, part 3 (1947), pp. 30–62.
69 leicestershire Yeoman families, pp. 42–4.
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to the oldest church in leicester, St Nicholas.70 cosby, it has been suggested, was a 
comital estate and chapel – the main estate at cosby in Domesday was the property 
of countess Judith, but earlier part of the old lands were that of the earl of Mercia. 
in 1086 it had 26 freemen and no serfs or dependent peasants, it originally had 
a total of 12 carucates, although two smaller estates had broken off by the late 
eleventh century. Their history, and that of the main holding of Judith, show that 
cosby must have long belonged to the late Saxon earls of Mercia – and presumably 
the Anglo-Danish earls before them.71 And that, of course, points further to St 
Nicholas as being one of the most interesting churches in the East Midlands, indeed 
in the country.

let me try to sum up. leicester and ‘the region dependent on it’ as the 
Anglo-Saxon chronicle says in 917 (perhaps we are not yet entitled to speak of 
leicestershire), because of its location on the Watling Street frontier of the Danelaw, 
had an important role in the history of the Viking Age, even though the sources for 
the early tenth century are, as we have seen, very thin, with only four references to 
the city, in 914, 917, 940 and 942, plus the inscription on the coins of Thurstan the 
moneyer. My concentration tonight has largely been on just one of those events, 
squeezing the sources a little to see what they might offer by way of an insight into 
the life of those violent, yet fascinating, times. What the war of 940 suggests, i think, 
is that leicester may have been more significant than we have thought in the period 
between the 870s and the 940s, and that a combination of archaeological textual 
and archival research – and even as i have tried to show tonight, shining a light 
on sources long available in print – may yet help us to discover more of the early 
medieval history of what is, after all, one of our great historic cities.

70 On cosby, see ‘The city of leicester’, ed. R. A. Mckinley, Victoria County History, Leicestershire, vol. 
4 (1958) pp. 383–7.

71 Domesday Book, general ed. J. Morris, vol. 22, Leicestershire, ed. P. Morgan (chichester: Phillimore, 
1979), 9,4; 17,9; 40,3.
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